
Nature Poetry

Grade 10 English (Watson)



The Assignment

https://spark.adobe.com/page/LZFHKeDtK1RTS/

https://spark.adobe.com/page/LZFHKeDtK1RTS/


Part 1 - Odes

Grade 10 English (Watson)



Odes
• So based on your reading of Mr Ross’s presentation, you will understand that 

an ode is a tribute to something. 

• There is so much in this world for which we can be thankful and for which we 
can play tribute.

• An iconic tribute has been adapted many times over by Louis 
Armstrong…have a listen:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8WHKRzkCOY


Odes
• We will start with some poems about trees. We are often flippant about the 

role that trees play in our lives, and with that in mind, I would like you to read 
the following about “Lessons Learnt from Trees”:

https://courtneywatsonblog.weebly.com/blog/trees
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8WHKRzkCOY


Odes



Odes
• You must remember that an Ode does not necessarily have to have “Ode” 

written in the title. As long as the content is a tribute, is still constitutes that 
type of poem.

• Let’s begin with an ode written by a past St Stithians English Teacher who 
worked at the Girls’ College: Ruth Everson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8WHKRzkCOY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OodOEXhG17s






Odes

• And now it is time to move onto another ode, written by Dr Ian 
McCallum.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIh25L97h3w&t=82s




Odes

• There is a beautiful context to this poem, that finds its origin in the 
heart of Botswana:

https://baobabstories.com/en/special-baobab-story-at-eagles-rock/




Odes

• And our last two odes are from authors about whom I can find 
very little. Enjoy the poems.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6F9YES-y-o


Your sacred image looms large

Painted on the rough canvass of Africa

Traced in the shifting sands of 

imagination

Etched into the hidden caves of the soul

The herd moves as one

Graceful skaters gliding across the 

shimmering mirage of dusty desert pans

Misty shadows playing hide and seek in 

the shrouded valley forests

Granite boulders in magical motion over 

the mottled bushveld plains

You are one of Eden’s first-born

Survivor of frozen time

Grown old and wise

Before men learned to crawl

The air trembles in harmonic rapture

As you chant your esoteric song

And the earth shudders in shameful guilt

As you trumpet your just anger

You are the maker of roads

Ode to Elephant

WAYNE VISSER



A grey shadow breaks the dappled leaves.

It moves through the wilted 

copperorange

Of Mopane Trees 

Gently, Quietly.

An outline emerges

An eye, a trunk, a tusk

Between branches.

One becomes two

Then three then more.

Like mists from a dream

They arrive.

With fingerprint feet making circles in 

the sand.

Mothers coax belly-high babies between 

them.

Teenagers tussle

Until

A churning rumble from a matriarch

Signals stop.

And they start on lunch.

Crispycrackling branches

And the rasping of leaves.

As they search for green; 

strip long bark sinews,

Feeding slowly 

Purposefully.

They have been here before and know 

the best places.

I sit with my back against an anthill

As two toothpick-tusked youngsters 

come closer.

The bends of their trunks catch my scent

Moving still closer.

When my hands could touch, they stop.

Amber eyes looking back.

Thinking.

Wondering.

I hold my breath, but feel calm

There is a welcoming of elephants

A comfortable belonging.

A rootedness I have forgotten

They watch me to remember

Leaving a smile behind.

Meeting



How to Analyse Poetry

• You will have encountered the SMILE method in Grade 8 and 
Grade 9. Here is a refresher:

STRUCTURE        MEANING IMAGERY    LANGUAGE EFFECT





Odes

• Now that you have heard the poems (and I hope appreciated 
them), have a look at the GoogleDoc link on GoogleClassroom
which provides a space for you to begin your annotations…


